
 

<FIRST-NAME>    <LAST-NAME>  <ANIMAL> 
       Date: ______ Dr: ______ Tech: ______ 

Patient's Name: __________________Species: _____________Breed: ___________ Age: ______ Sex: _______ Weight: ______ 

Pre-anesthetic Disposition: ☐ Alert ☐ Excited  ☐  Depressed  ☐ Recumbent  ☐ Aggressive  ☐ Nervous  Other______ 

 

Clinical Data:  TEMP: ______  Elected Services:    LASER ______ ☐  IV FLUIDS ☐   

  PULSE: ______                     ECOL ______ ☐  TYPE __________   

  RESP: ______          SIZE ______ cm  RATE __________ 

            OTHER: _____                                 TNT ______ ☐  BW ____ ☐  

          MICROCHIP ☐   DECIDUOUS TEETH Y/N 

DRUGS & MEDICATION RECORD           (sticker here)             ________________ 

PRE ANESTHETIC INJECTIONS      INDUCTION 

MORP______SQ / IV/ IM□ 

Time : 

DIAZ________IM/ IV  □ 

Time: 

BUP _________IM/ IV  □ 

Time:  

ACE_________SQ         □ 

Time:  

KET_________IM/ IV  □ 

Time:  

RIM ________SQ   □ 

Time: 

ATROP______SQ         □ 

Time: 

DOM________IM/ IV  □ 

Time: 

MET________ PO/SQ  □ Time:  

VACCINES   K9: DPV☐  LEPTO☐  RV☐  BV(in/sq/po)☐  WG☐ FELINE: FPV☐  RV☐  LV FVRCP☐ WG☐  

      

 MAINTENANCE RECORD     ET TUBE SIZE: ______ START SURGERY: ________  END SURGERY: _______  

   EXTUBATION TIME: _____________ 

 

 



 

GENERAL SURGERY CONSENT FORM 

 
OWNER OF ANIMAL PATIENT: <animal> 
<first-name> <last-name>  BREED:  <breed> 
<address> SPECIES: <species>     AGE: <age> 
<city>, <st>  <zip> SEX: <sex-name> WEIGHT: <weight> 
Date: <date> Color and markings:  <color>  
 
It is our goal to keep all procedures as reasonably priced as possible.  Our base price 
includes the services that we feel are the most important for a successful surgery and a 
comfortable experience for your pet.  There are several other services that we feel are 
important to offer.  They are available at an additional fee: 
 
1. IV Catheter and Fluids -  The IV catheter provides quick access to the veins case of 
an emergency.  The fluid helps regulate blood pressure, protects the kidneys and liver, 
and prevents dehydration.  They also help your pet during the recovery period from 
anesthesia during the period after the anesthesia.  This is strongly recommended for all 
pets and is required for pets age 6 years and older.    
$92.45   yes_____    no______ 
 
2.  Elizabethan Collar - This is the lamp-shade looking device that goes on your pets 
neck to help prevent licking/chewing of the surgery site.  Not all pets need this but it is 
convenient to have it available if needed.   
Plastic $12.34-$17.59  yes____    no____  Soft Inflatable $16.54-$33.28 yes____ 
no____ 
 
3.  Microchip - Although this can be installed any time,  it involves a fairly large needle 
so if done while your pet is under anesthesia and already getting pain medication the 
procedure is more comfortable.  Our microchip includes free registration. Our regular 
price for the microchip is $40.70, if it is done today under anesthesia there is a $10.00 
savings. 
Chip $30.70   yes_____     no______ 
 
5.  Pre-anesthetic Blood Testing - We can run a screening test in house on younger 
animals that $82.15.  Or we can run a very thorough test of approximately 35 different 
things,  including a CBC for anemia and white blood cell problems, testing for liver, 
kidney, electrolyte problems, diabetes, thyroid levels and many other things.    
This full panel is required for animals 7 years or older.   
In house panel $82.15 (optional test if under the age of 7)   yes_____   no_____ 
Full panel $133.40-$186.75 (depending on panel run, required if 7 yrs or older)  yes 

____no____ 

 
5.  Sedatives To Go Home – In order to keep your pet calmer during the recuperation 
period we can send home sedatives.  $14.75      yes_____   no_____ 
 



 

6. Toe Nail Trim - $7.00 (Discounted)    yes _____  no _____ 
I certify that I own the above described animal and authorize the Animal Hospital of Newport Hills to hospitalize 

said animal.  During this time they may administer vaccinations, medication, tests, surgical procedures, anesthetics, 

or treatments they deem necessary for the health, safety, and well being of my pet while under the care and 

supervision of the hospital.  I understand that there are inherent risks associated with anesthetic, medical, and 

surgical procedures, including death.  I authorize the doctors of the Animal Hospital of Newport Hills to initiate care 

to address these complications should they arise while under their care.  In the event of an emergency, the hospital 

will make every reasonable attempt to contact me so that I am aware of the situation, so that I am involved in 

medical decisions.  The contact phone numbers in the chart are correct.  If my pet should injure itself in an escape 

attempt, refuse food, soil itself, become ill, or die while in the hospital, I will hold the Animal Hospital of Newport 

Hills and the staff free of all responsibility and/or liability in the absence of gross negligence. I understand that 

veterinary staffing is not provided overnight and I am aware that my pet will be unattended during this time. I am 

aware that there are veterinary hospitals open overnight but I elect to leave my pet at the Newport Hills Animal 

Hospital instead of pursuing a transfer.    
 

I further realize that I am responsible for payment of all above mentioned procedures/treatments in full at the time of 

my pet is discharged.  If I neglect to pick up the animal within fourteen (14) days of  notice that it is ready for 

release, the Animal Hospital of Newport Hills may assume that the animal has been abandoned per sec. 16.54.010 of 

the Washington  legal code.  In such instances, the Animal Hospital is then authorized to take care of my pet as they 

see fit, including euthanasia and adoption.  Abandonment, however, does not release me of my obligation for 

payment of said bill. 

 

I further agree that in case of non-payment, to pay a finance charge of 1.5 percent per month (18 percent per 

annum), a $2.00 month billing charge and any and all collection and attorney’s fees incurred by the Animal Hospital 

of Newport Hills relating to this manner. 

 

 

Phone number contact for treatment day:  

 

___________________________________________ 
 

 

Signature:_______________________________________________________ 

 

<first-name> <last-name> <animal> 
 


